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About the Authors
Viking Kite stories are written by Swedish-English writers, Andy Coombs and Sarah Scho - both authors and
teachers with more than 50 books published and a million books sold in Sweden.

Their work and stories have been read and loved by young Swedish minds for more than twenty years and
in 2021 are available in translation internationally. Andy and Sarah live just outside Stockholm in a blue
wooden house next to a forest. They live with their tiny black and white dog, Nimly.
Viking Kite stories celebrate life with fun and imagination, encouraging young readers of all ages to see
things in new ways. These Genre-spanning and fast-paced stories take us to alien worlds, the distant past,
Neanderthal life, lonely mermaids, lost Valkyrie, hungry vampires, and powerful wizards.

Different Minds are an exploration of the other; if evolution were a living being what would it say? What is
animal consciousness and how would the ancient Romans see us? New ways of thinking; different minds to
explore. Empathy. Learning. Imagination
Strange Life Stories explore ideas like identity, fitting-in, bullying, family dynamics, and social issues
Shadow Side Stories are darker in tone. From cheating to parental neglect. Coping with inner rage to
ending hatred. Living with death and loss and crime. There are also a few monsters, vampires, and
ghosts…but not as you might expect
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Different Minds
Bee-Bop and Zee
Bee-Bop's mind works differently to others. When he hears words, he can taste them, and certain sounds
make him feel strange. On a lonely beach walk, Bee-Bop meets someone whose mind is unlike anything
he has ever encountered before.
PB 9781636845050 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 76 pages

Bilious Blue
Emma meets a new friend who is very strange. This is an imaginary friend who lives inside a tall chimney
and talks about dinosaurs. And when Emma goes to the chimney to see if her friend is real, she gets a
very big surprise.
PB 9781637609934 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 68 pages

The Still Feather
"You see a feather hanging in the air. Soft and white. The wind blows but the feather doesn't move. There
is nothing holding it there. It just hangs - still and silver like the moon. So you reach up. You take hold of
it and pull. And what happens next changes the way you see your world. Changes the way you see...
everything." The Still Feather explores the idea of higher dimensions. Becca makes friends with Meeora,
a super-intelligent alien from another world. The story explores the nature of consciousness, different
forms of life and how to make deep friendships.
PB 9781685241483 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 72 pages

Cradle Earth
"I never wanted it to happen. I didn't ask to become the most hunted man in history. The papers call me
a monster. The TV news claim I am a traitor to every human being on Earth. My friends don't answer my
calls. My parents won't reply to my emails. That's why I'm leaving. I'm getting the hell out of here." Cradle
Earth explores our relationship to previous forms of human such as Neanderthals. The story imagines
what would happen if Neanderthals began to live on Earth again. What would they say to us? How would
society react?
PB 9781685241476 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 72 pages

Frozen Miracle
"I was fishing at night in the frozen seas. And in the darkness, I saw something strange. Something
wonderful. And what I found will move the earth and shake the heavens. What I found is the beginning
of myth and the end of stories. This is something that you - all of you - will want to see." Frozen Miracle
is set two hundred years ago in a fishing village in the North of Canada. The story explores what happens
to a village when they find two frozen mermaids.
PB 9781685241506 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 44 pages

Speed of Winter
"Nora stretched her arm right back and threw the stone as hard as she could towards the hole in the
middle of the frozen lake. The stone spun through the air but just as it was about to land a hand pushed
its way out of the water and caught it. The hand was followed by a long arm, then a head and a body. And
legs. An old man, dressed in a long green robe rose from the lake. His feet floated a few inches over the
ice. Then he bent down and blew on his hand towards the hole he had come from. The hole turned white
and then was smooth with ice." Speed of Winter is about a young girl who becomes an apprentice to Jack
Frost.
PB 9781685241490 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 48 pages
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Strange Life Stories
The Magesmith Books
Bo is a Magesmith, a craftsperson who uses hot magic to shape metal. Eg is an
apprentice sheep butcher with a taste for adventure. When the townspeople turn on
Bo and she is sacrificed to a monster, Bo and Eg's lives take a turn through time and
space. The Magesmith is a series that spans pre-human times, the Minoan era, the
Middle Ages, and the far future when humans have colonized the moons of Jupiter. The
rest of the Magesmith series will be released in 2022.

The Magesmith Book 1 - Bodin's Moments
PB 9781685241735 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 124 pages

The Magesmith Book 2 - Lies, Death and Magic
PB 9781685241643 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 112 pages

The Magesmith Book 3 - Bo & Eg
PB 9781637609927 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 72 pages

Pat and Alex
Pat and Alex fall in love, but Pat has to move to a different country. Pat's mom dies and the kids at school
call Pat 'Freak' and Monster.' Struggling with loneliness, and dark thoughts, Pat goes on a journey of
discovery to find self, hope, and love. With wry humour and growing awareness, Pat steps into the world
and finds the answers to the biggest questions of all.
PB 9781685241681 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 28 pages

Star Player
"I am the star player. Look at me. What do you see? A girl with a bright future in international soccer? A
girl with friends and a happy family? Well, take another look. Take a closer look. Trust me. You'll see
something different." Star Player explores the pressure parents can put on children and also the negative
sides of competition.
PB 9781685241575 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 52 pages

Sounds of Drums
Jake is sent away to stay at his grandmother's house. She lives on the moors, far away from civilization.
Jake must learn to live without computers and games. While he is there he learns to work hard and think
about things in a different way. Towards the end of his long holiday, he meets a wild horse and has an
amazing night under the moonlight.
PB 9781685241605 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 52 pages

Stealing the World
"Finally he was near the front of the airport security queue. Only two people were in front of him now.
Lucas held his black bag tight in his hand. He tried to breathe normally, tried not to smile - not to look
guilty. Because if they caught him - if they found what was in the bag - then something bad would happen.
Something so bad he couldn't think about it." Stealing the World looks at the morality of private and
common ownership. The story is about an orchid smuggler who steals orchids from Asia to sell to Europe.
PB 9781685241599 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 56 pages
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Kola, Parrot and Skunk
When global warming destroyed the earth, massive ark ships were sent out to colonize a distant world.
One of the star ships crashed on a planet and from the debris, the survivors built the city. More than two
hundred years later, the city is divided between the Uppers, Middlers and the Lowers. The Lowers are
used for body part harvesting and slave labour. Little Mother rules over all. But Kola, a dying girl from the
Middle finds herself involved in something beyond her understanding that challenges the fabric of reality
itself.
PB 9781685241667 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 128 pages

Fantastic Me
Jake starts a new school and makes some new friends. But sometimes Jake gets into a bit of trouble and
finds it hard to talk to teachers. Jake loves science and gets the chance to visit the Large Hadron Collider
in Switzerland.
PB 9781685241513 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 44 pages

Lawless
Kate joins Robin Hood's outlaws deep in Sherwood forest, England. She is scared of the bad king and
scared of the soldiers and she has lost her parents. But Robin Hood and Marion help her.
PB 9781685241551 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 36 pages

Shadow Side Stories
Abigail's Game
"When Dad met Abigail, I thought she was really great. She made Dad laugh which was something he
hadn't done since Mom left. Then they got married and she changed. I don't mean a slow change. I mean
like a werewolf or something. One day nice, the next day - something from your worst nightmares. But
not in front of Dad - never in front of Dad - to Dad she was all peaches and cream - she saved her special
side just for me." Abigail's Game explores how trauma can affect the mind. It is a dark story about betrayal
and revenge.
PB 9781685241612 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 64 pages

Burn
"The fire was out of control. The flames were moving and dancing in time to a rhythm Janek couldn't hear.
His hands itched and felt hot. And there was another movement. Above his head. He looked up and there
in the flames he saw the shadow man again. And even though the shadow man had no face, Janek knew
he was laughing at him." Burn contrasts ideas of chaos and order, purpose, and meaninglessness. Janek,
the main character, struggles against an inner conflict of creation and destruction.
PB 9781685241636 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 60 pages

The Caring Unknown
Sophia is trapped high on a mountain with three friends. An avalanche of snow took away everyone else.
Now they must stay warm and try to find food. As night falls, something frightening and wonderful
happens; something magical and impossible. But can they survive?
PB 9781685241629 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 60 pages
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Forgotten Future
"I was broke. No job and no friends. But then I met Magda. She had an idea. It seemed like a great idea.
She knew of a quiet village. And in the quiet village was an empty house. And in the empty house was a
big safe full of money. It was easy, she said. In and out. Just like that. But she was wrong. This was not
easy and there was no getting out."
PB 9781685241582 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 44 pages

Razor Sharp
Four friends from Thailand sit on a beach and talk. Dutch, the oldest boy, has a scary story to tell them
about a monster on a train traveling at night across Northern Thailand. But is the story true? And where
is the monster now?
PB 9781685241568 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 36 pages

The Dark Snows
"When the snows came to New Zealand, they brought something with them. Something dark. Something
strange. Something that I knew, deep inside me, was wrong. So wrong that nothing would be the same
again." The Dark Snows talks about what the end of the world could be like and the catastrophe of climate
change. The story also explores the role memory plays in forming identity.
PB 9781685241711 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 48 pages

Red Storm
When the strange girl washes up on the beach, Jianyu and his mother take her in, naming her Xiao Tong
because of her red hair. Scissors will not cut the girl's hair and her nails grow long and sharp. And when
pirates attack the small island in the South China Seas, her true nature is unleashed. This series is about
the warrior women Valkyrie, searching for humans throughout history to help them in the fight against
the gods at the end of time, Ragnarök.
PB 9781685241650 £9.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 28 pages

The Whippersnapper Journals
The Whippersnappers are small forest creates that live in Hemved, the home tree. They are collectors of stories and
adorers of fun, and they never miss an opportunity to experience mischief and adventure. On winter’s darkest night,
the Whippersnappers celebrate the “Deep Winter Party”, which is a party filled with beautiful music, wonderful
food, and exciting games.
Book 1 and 2 of the Whippersnappers narrate the adventures of four young Snaps that need the help from other
forest creatures to repair the musical ice tree. During their journey, they encounter an owl, a bear and two illmannered bear cubs, squirrels, badgers, and many other animals.
Will the Whippersnappers be able to repair the musical ice tree? Follow these four friends in their adventure to find
out.

Book 1 - The Magical Musical Ice Tree
PB 9781685241728 £11.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 68 pages

Book 2 - The Secret Underground Kingdom of the Badgers
PB 9781685241742 £11.99 October 2021 Viking Kite 80 pages
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Gazelle Book Services Order Form - (Books listed alphabetically by title)
Title
Abigail's Game
Bee-Bop and Zee
Bilious Blue
Burn
Cradle Earth
Fantastic Me
Forgotten Future
Frozen Miracle
Kola, Parrot and Skunk
Lawless
Pat and Alex
Razor Sharp
Red Storm
Sounds of Drums
Speed of Winter
Star Player
Stealing the World
The Caring Unknown
The Dark Snows
The Magesmith Book 1
The Magesmith Book 2
The Magesmith Book 3
The Still Feather
The Whippersnapper Journals Book 1
The Whippersnapper Journals Book 2

Format
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB

ISBN
9781685241612
9781636845050
9781637609934
9781685241636
9781685241476
9781685241513
9781685241582
9781685241506
9781685241667
9781685241551
9781685241681
9781685241568
9781685241650
9781685241605
9781685241490
9781685241575
9781685241599
9781685241629
9781685241711
9781685241735
9781685241643
9781637609927
9781685241483
9781685241728
9781685241742

RRP (£)
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
11.99
11.99
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